
Unleash ABM 
results with the 
Power Funnel
How Tech B2B marketers can help win 

the race to valuation
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The marketing pressure’s on 

B2B marketers are in a revenue pressure cooker. With rising competition and 
heightened customer expectations, the need is clear for precision tools that both 
sales and marketing teams can use to deliver more efficiently. It’s why account-
based marketing (ABM) is becoming today’s marketing must-have strategy— 
as long as it’s done right. 
 
 
 
 
 

The promise of ABM is brilliant. Accelerated pipelines with higher close rates, 
bigger wins and increased organizational alignment—what’s not to love?  
The challenge occurs when ABM’s revenue flow doesn’t turn out to be quite  
as swift and strong as expected.

We’ve seen what happens when companies rush in and take shortcuts with  
their ABM approach. Or when they just dip their toe in the ABM waters and,  
after a couple months, wonder why it isn’t working. A solid ABM strategy needs  
a carefully planned, data-driven, Marketing and Sales collaboration to arrive at  
that powerfully relevant one-to-one conversation. We’ve refined this process  
for ABM optimization, aptly called The Power Funnel.  
And it’s a B2B force to be reckoned with.

Introduction

92% of B2B marketers consider ABM 

extremely important to overall marketing efforts. 1

In this piece, you will find …

92%
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01

No matter what the product or service, the end-game of B2B tech marketing boils 

down to valuation and liquidation. 

To reach that goal you need results—fast. Servicing the sales organization has tech 

marketers under intense pressure to drive results that directly impact the bottom 

line. To be more efficient and successful you need:

• A process that drives value quickly

• Tools that identify leads effectively and efficiently, and 

• A means to drive opportunities all the way through the funnel—speeding up 

demand generation to close and maximize the value of accounts. 

This tall order is precisely why account-based marketing (ABM) is being hailed as 

the B2B silver bullet. The compelling results from successful ABM are undeniable. 

The challenge is doing it right—with  a strategy that covers all the bases. 

The B2B Tech 
Marketing Challenge

01  The B2B Tech Marketing Challenge
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ABM - The New  
Must-have for Success

02

Higher ROI
97% of B2B marketers say ABM 

beats other types of marketing 2

97%

02  ABM - The New Must-have for Success
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What is ABM?
Before we dive into how to optimize ABM, let’s recap the concept.

Rather than cast a wide net, ABM takes the opposite approach, by 

engaging your highest-value prospects. Marketers using ABM work 

closely with sales with pre-defined criteria to identify key accounts and 

then tailor customized programs and messages to each buying team.  

ABM also includes support for the post-sale customer lifecycle to 

contribute to the overall customer experience.  

02  ABM - The New Must-have for Success

Traditional demand generation is 

like fishing with a net.

ABM is like fishing with a spear.
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Why should you practice ABM?
ABM capitalizes on today’s need for personalization in the 

chase for opportunities, conversions, and sales. It takes the 

personalized, 1:1 communication model that buyers are 

used to experiencing as consumers, and applies it to the 

B2B marketing landscape to create:

• Better ROI

• Bigger wins and higher close rates

• Better sales and marketing alignment

• Improved customer experience

02  ABM - The New Must-have for Success

45%
double their ROI

45% of marketers

with ABM 3

165% higher 
close rates

for mid-market accounts using ABM 4

165%

Greater 
Alignment

90%
90% of marketers say ABM improves 

Marketing and Sales alignment 5

80%
improves customer 

lifetime value6

80% of ABM marketers say it

6
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To be successful, ABM programs call for careful data-driven planning, 

execution and monitoring. This requires a solid data foundation to focus  

on the right accounts.

When all these components are carefully executed and managed, the flow 

of ABM can be swift and strong.  Unfortunately, there are many points 

along the way that can compromise ABM’s effectiveness.

Areas that can choke the funnel range from issues with alignment, 

commitment, data fragmentation, targeting, tools, messaging, or a 

touch-point problem.

R2i can help you optimize 
these core tenets of effective 
ABM and turn on the Power 
Funnel for your organization.

What makes ABM work—and fail?

ALIGN SALES AND MARKETING

IDENTIFY AND VALIDATE TARGETS

CREATE ACCOUNT-SPECIFIC MESSAGING AND CONTENT

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION & EXECUTION

MEASURE, REFINE STRATEGY, EXPAND

01 KNOW YOUR MARKET

02

03

04

05

06

Foundations of Successful ABM

Marketers who fully embrace ABM are declaring 

it’s power, like the CMO of Centrify who verifies  

that ABM netted:

• Renewal rates of 90% on the top 20% of customers engaged

• Qualified lead rates with 20% higher lead volume 

• Up to 2X improvement in time-to-close

02  ABM - The New Must-have for Success7
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Having Trouble 
Optimizing Your ABM?

03

The promise of ABM is compelling, but optimizing results can  

prove elusive to B2B marketers for a number of reasons. 

03  Having Trouble Optimizing Your ABM?
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How to Identify 
Top Customers

In your efforts to define your target accounts, the 

biggest barrier to success typically surrounds the 

quality of your data. Organizations can find themselves 

struggling because they’re hamstrung by a lack of access 

to the right data for their sales and marketing needs. 

Building the right target account lists can be difficult 

because teams often have different opinions when it 

comes to identifying top targets. It starts with getting 

access to a single source of account truth.  

Issues with data can create a domino effect of problems 

for a successful ABM approach. ABM relies on solid 

segment understanding, which in turn requires solid 

customer data. Without it, you can’t be sure you’re 

selecting the right accounts for your ABM program.

Getting the right data

03  Having Trouble Optimizing Your ABM?

LOCATION

CURRENT 
PRODUCTS

FREQUENCY OF 
ENGAGEMENT

FREQUENCY OF 
PURCHASE

ESTIMATED  
LIFETIME VALUE

9
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ABM’s impressive ROI is something that Sales and Marketing can both get 

behind. But it can’t be the only thing: alignment is critical. Without buy-in 

from the sales team, even the best-laid ABM plans will fall flat. The key to 

overcoming this barrier is to reinforce that both teams are focusing on the 

same goal: providing valuable, meaningful interactions with key accounts 

to ultimately drive more revenue. This is something that is specifically 

addressed in detail with the ABM Maturity Model, which is the cornerstone 

of R2i’s Power Funnel.

R2i has helped several B2B tech companies with these common ABM 

issues to create a stronger revenue flow with The Power Funnel. It starts by 

conducting an ABM Maturity Model to assess the landscape and identify 

any areas of concern, which can be swiftly addressed with best practices for 

each phase of ABM to get you back on track—and driving revenue—faster.

Lack of alignment

Clearing ABM chokepoints

03  Having Trouble Optimizing Your ABM?
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The Power Funnel 
Unleashes ABM Flow

04

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow
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Through extensive experience helping companies with their ABM program, 

R2i has refined a unique approach called the Power Funnel, which turns 

flailing ABM programs into full-force, revenue-generating success stories. 

These are the keys to a mature ABM program—one that delivers stronger 

results in a shorter amount of time.  

This is the power of the Power Funnel, and it starts with an  

ABM Maturity Model.

The Power Funnel Philosophy

PERSONALIZED EXPERIENCE

They deliver a personalized experience of their brand built across 

all touch points, including demand generation, sales, partners, and 

customer service. It’s the foundation that all activities must service.

INTEGRATED METRICS

They embrace integrated metrics across the organization to 

track results, refine and continually optimize.

01 KEY CLIENT FOCUS

They focus their strategy around a set of key clients they want 

for the long term.

02

03

We’ve found companies that embrace the Power Funnel 

have the following key things in common:

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow
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ABM isn’t a tactic or a campaign. You can’t dabble in ABM, nor can you do 

it in a vacuum. It’s a complicated, integrated discipline that requires the 

alignment of people, strategy, technology and data.  

R2i ensures the success of clients’ ABM programs by tracking progress 

and measuring success all along your road to ABM maturity. We’ve 

broken that journey into a four-phased process, using an ABM Maturity 

Model (link to pop-up of detailed maturity model) as a guide and 

benchmark for alignment and success all along the way. 

In each of the following phases, we provide best practices to help your 

team get focused, drive performance of your activities, and scale across 

your organization and as you grow.

Turn on the Power Funnel
The road to ABM maturity 

ALIGNMENT

TARGETED LISTS

LET’S DO THIS

01 INTAKE

02

03

04

The Road to ABM Maturity

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow

R2i generated substantial, qualified leads to drive  
demand and feed the sales pipeline for CloudBlue. 

Deals soar for cloud commerce leader

13
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Scale

Perform

Focus

HIGH PERFORMANCE

TARGET / 
TECH

EXPERIE
NCE

TEAM

FOUNDATIONAL EVOLVING INTEGRAL

Business Goal / Maturity

In
cr

easin
g E

ffe
ct

ive
ness

Outdated / Generic Content
No Centralized Inventory
Siloed Channels And Planning / 
Broad Targeting

Some Content Targeted To 
Personas And / Or Account 

Integrated Campaign Planning 
+ Some Segmentation

Dynamic Content Tagged For All 
Tiers / Personalized For Personas

Integrated Campaigns Targeted 
Against Tiered Account Plans 
And Personas

Data Siloes

ABM Viewed As Necessary
Limited Alignment Between 
Sales / Marketing

Some Integrated Reporting 

Sales / Marketing Align On 
Strategies & Resourcing

Account-level Metrics / Shared 
Sales Reporting

Dedicated ABM Team / Budget
Integrated Sales Motions
Governance Model

Fragmented Core Tech Stack
Siloed Data
Targeted  Account List

Some ABM-Specific Tech + 
Account Tracking

Research-validated List +
Sales Aligned

Integrated Stack / 
Data + Robust Ai

Actionable Segments
And Personas

Our four-phased Power Funnel approach to ABM Maturity starts with creating 

a benchmark for your ongoing success. The ABM Maturity model is a key 

component that’s used in all phases of your road to ABM maturity. It takes into 

consideration the entire system to help you identify your ABM strengths and 

hone-in on your weaknesses, and it helps orchestrate the entire process. 

This model allows you to see where you are now and provide a benchmark 

to work toward ABM maturity 

The Road to ABM Maturity
Your benchmark and scorecard for success

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow14
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Intake
PHASE 1 THE ROAD TO ABM MATURITY

Create an ABM roadmap 
with a centralized view 

At this stage, we take a look at your entire landscape, addressing the unique needs of 

brands while looking across the whole mix to find points of leverage with a variety of 

tools, best practices, and media-buying efficiencies. We evaluate, leverage and extend 

your existing technology and partnerships—including data and media—to create a 

roadmap that will most effectively reach your B2B audience. 

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow
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The concept of marketing and sales alignment can no longer be paid   

lip-service; it’s critical to successful ABM. Our ABM Maturity Model  

helps create an undisputable benchmark against which teams can 

continually track their progress:

ABM ALIGNMENT CHARTER 

We’ve developed a formal charter to help your teams literally get on the same 

page with the purpose, scope and strategic importance of your ABM efforts.  

It outlines a roadmap for a true Sales and Marketing partnership to most  

efficiently move forward. 

ABM ALIGNMENT FRAMEWORK 

With the ABM charter in place, together we develop an alignment  

framework that lists exactly who needs to contribute what to get the job done. 

Identifying specific roles and responsibilities helps efficiently guide your ABM 

process and decision making all along the way—clearing it of  

ambiguity and bottlenecks.  

The ABM charter and framework are used at continuous check-ins  

throughout to ensure that everyone is doing what was agreed to.

24% faster revenue growth 
27% faster profit growth
from B2B companies with tightly aligned sales and marketing 7

Alignment

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow

PHASE 2 THE ROAD TO ABM MATURITY

Marketing and Sales unite
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One of the key action items in the alignment framework is developing your list of 

targeted accounts. Sales and Marketing teams may already have an agreed-upon list, 

or they may need help creating one. We can help you obtain a solid and clean list of 

targeted accounts, or we can augment your current list and identify new targets to 

meet your ABM goals. 

The next step is targeting media to only that list of targeted accounts. While manag-

ing audiences with specific ABM technology requires a robust and complex setup, 

there are data-matching tools available through paid media that allow you to lever-

age audiences known to you and to match them based on email for targeting and/or 

suppression purposes. 

PREDICTIVE INTENT DATA 

Analyzes the business content consumption of millions of B2B companies and 

alerts you when target organizations are indicating active demand for your  

products or services. This can be augmented to current target lists.

ABM MEDIA PARTNERS 

Provides account-level targeting and measurement without implementing a full 

media management platform. 

AUDIENCE VALIDATION PARTNERS 

Validates the accounts that we would be targeting and continues to provide  

reports on them. 

Because we’re vendor agnostic, R2i can help you choose and manage which tools 

are best for your company based on our understanding of your ABM strategy. Some-

times clients already have existing relationships, and we can advise with insight into 

evolving vendor capabilities as to which might be best to further leverage.

Targeted Lists

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow

PHASE 3 THE ROAD TO ABM MATURITY

Pursuing the right accounts
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Successful ABM needs to have a full view into each targeted account to understand 

the impact of various marketing efforts. This is achieved by implementing a robust 

analytical reporting framework and deploying your ABM platform.

Orchestrate ABM's many moving parts

• We can help procure your complete ABM platform by consulting with you 

on mar-tech vendor selection.

• Vendor integration is critical to avoid siloed data; we can help coordinate the 

full back-end data integration of your ABM platform. 

Know the score with robust reporting

• Our reporting capabilities draw from each ABM source creating a centralized dash-

board so you’ll always know what’s working—and what’s not—at any given time.

• View reporting data from within Salesforce or wherever it’s convenient for your 

respective teams.

Let's Do This

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow

PHASE 4 THE ROAD TO ABM MATURITY

Deploy ABM fully

Analytic Reporting Framework Features

• Business intelligence and data visualization

• Automated, multi-channel, interactive dashboards updated in near real-time

• Customizable views based on stakeholder

• Insights to explain the what, why and how to enhance performance
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As you can see, the process of ABM Maturity is ongoing. The ABM Maturity  

Model framework established early on in the process is used as a scorecard of 

sorts—always checking back to your overall goals and model as data is continually 

being pushed back into our systems to make applicable updates to account 

penetration and re-prioritization of top accounts.

With the near real-time reporting and insights to interpret the data, you’re able to 

continually evaluate and quickly make changes to campaigns and media channels 

to optimize results—constantly moving toward greater ABM maturity.

04  The Power Funnel Unleashes ABM Flow

Continuous ABM Maturity Check-In

Granular Campaign Performance
Understand how each campaign is performing and how marketing 

channels are impacting conversions. We love data, and R2iQ helps 

bring it into focus so you can take swift action for best results. 
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Go with the Flow

05

For B2B marketers under the gun to drive revenue with strong and fast results, 

ABM is becoming the strategy of choice. While its clear and strong ROI is 

compelling, jumping headlong into ABM without the right framework in place 

can throttle its promised revenue flow. In the race for valuation, marketers have 

no time for false starts. Only those out of the gate with strong ABM that drives 

revenue fast will succeed.

R2i has helped many B2B clients optimize their ABM efforts with a refined 

approach called the Power Funnel.  Based on an ABM maturity model as a 

valuable benchmark and scorecard, we share best practices for each phase in your 

journey to help your team get focused, drive performance of your ABM activities, 

and scale across your organization.

ABM done right is not a simple task, but our proven methodology removes the 

guesswork, missteps, and lost opportunity. And ABM gone wrong—well, that’s just 

not an option. 

© 2022 R2integrated.com   /   info@r2integrated.com

Get the most out of your ABM 
and turn on your Power Funnel.
Are you ready for more flow with the Power Funnel?
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